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The amplification of molecular chirality by metal nanoparticles
(NPs) is an important and rapidly evolving field in nanomaterial

New concepts

research with wide applications in smart materials, catalysis, and

The measurement and understanding of chirality transfer to a chemically nonchiral bulk is one of the most important and fascinating challenges impacting
on all areas of materials science. The addition of a small amount dopant can
change the macroscopic properties of a suitable system completely. A
spectacular eﬀect is in liquid crystals, where photonic properties, such as the
selective reflection wavelength can be addressed with great precision. Small
nanometric sized gold nanoparticles functionalized with chiral groups
dispersed in liquid crystals are often more eﬃcient for chirality transfer than
comparable amounts of small chiral molecules and this can be attributed to a
type of dispersed surface eﬀect of these systems. A modular approach to this
challenge shows that using nanoparticles functionalized chemically with both
chiral groups and liquid crystal groups enhances the interaction of these
system with LC matrices. A significant and systematic enhanced chirality
transfer from the nanoparticles to the bulk can be quantified. This can be
rationalized as a combination of a distributed chiral surface and ‘‘sergeantsoldier’’ eﬀects where bound LC groups enhance the chirality transmission; in
other words the modular constructed NP systems act as well dispersed
macrochiral species. Crucially in our view, this concept is very versatile and
easily adaptable.

solvent–solute interactions. Here we present the results of the
synthesis of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) functionalized both with
chiral ligands based on the binaphthol motif and with nematogenic
groups (ChirAuLC). The materials were characterized chemically
and the ratios between chiral groups and LC groups was determined.
Synchrotron radiation circular dichroism (SRCD) and synchrotron
based X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies show that the AuNPs favoured
by the LC state arrange themselves into ordered columns and a
helical superstructure appears in the mesophase of collective NPs.
A specific focus has been the investigation of the chiral induction of
ChirAuLC composites in two different nematic LC hosts. For a number
of selected mixtures, the helical twisting power (HTP) of these NPs in
systems was calculated from systematic optical observations based
on optical polarizing microscopy (OPM). The experimental data show
that the HTP of the investigated ChirAuLC composite is significantly
larger than that of free ‘‘small molecule’’ chiral groups when dispersed in the same LC host and the chiral transfer efficiency of
ChirAuLC is higher than NPs functionalized only with chiral groups
(ChirAuNP). This is new and can be explained by a combination of a
surface chirality and the domino effect of bound mesogens interacting with the bulk.

The understanding and utilisation of information transfer is
one of the most important questions in sciences associated
with matter.1,2 Examples are the transfer of genetic information
with DNA or RNA where specific forms are crucial in cellular
information processes.3,4 For proteins, chirality of the amino
acids is critical for the folding and function of these biological
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polymers.5–7 Specific folding states are of a lower energy state
and are thus favoured.8 The chiral bias of the subunits is a
precondition for the intended mode of operation. For the use of
designed materials and the operation of related technology,
such a bias is crucial; examples are information display devices,9–13
where the response at a design input voltage is at a lower energy
than other response pathways.14 Common is that chirality is
employed effectively and efficiently.
Typically, incorporation of such molecules into linear polymers
reduces their miscibility in the liquid crystal matrix.15,16 Very few
chemical subunits are actually chiral; their chirality is amplified by
impacting on the organisation of their surroundings: for biological
systems, this is an outcome of selection pressure while for
designed systems,17,18 the understanding is ongoing and still
needs to be advanced. For linear polymers, the so called ‘‘SergeantSoldier’’19–21 and the related ‘‘domino’’ approach has been
pioneered. In low dimensional liquid crystal (LC) phases such
as the nematic phase, the addition of small chiral molecules
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perturbs the packing and a chiral phase ensues.22–25 Considerable effort has been made linking chiral groups or chiral LC
groups to nanometric sized particles (NPs).26 For such systems
chirality transfer has been explained by either favourable interactions with the LC groups or chiral plasmonic interactions
have been proposed.27
Here we show that for NP systems, functionalized with both
LC and chiral groups, a synergistic amplification of chirality is
obtained. Conceptually, our novel approach is based on the
inherent advantageous properties of intrinsically liquid crystal
chiral NPs in LC matrices. Based on this concept we can show
that the combination of a chiral surface concept of functionalized
NPs with that of a modified ‘‘sergeant-soldier’’ approach, results in
significantly enhanced chirality transfer.
We prepared sets of NPs in the size range centering around
1.9 nm and 4.5 nm, we capped them with hexylthiol groups to
stabilize them and prepared samples in exchange reactions
where either a chiral binaphthol group (L2, see Chart 1) or L2
and a liquid crystal mesogen (L1) was introduced. The NPs were
characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
UV-Vis spectroscopy, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), elemental
analysis (EA) and 1H-NMR spectroscopy to identify the size and
composition of the nanocomposites.28,29 The self-assembly
properties were identified with synchrotron-based X-ray diﬀraction
(XRD), optical polarizing microscopy (OPM) and diﬀerential
scanning calorimetry (DSC). Chirality was measured in thin
films using synchrotron radiation circular dichroism (SRCD)
spectroscopy. For discrete compositions with two LC hosts,
detailed helical pitch measurements were performed by using
the Cano wedge cell method and optical cells promoting homeotropic alignment. This allowed us to calculate the helical twisting

Chart 1 (a) Sketch of a segment of functionalized gold nanoparticle
ChirAuLC, (b) cartoon introducing the concept of induced chiral structure
in host 5CB by the macro-chiral liquid crystal nanoparticles (ChirAuLC).
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power (HTP), a measure for the ability of a chiral dopant to twist a
nematic LC host.30–32 The chiroptical properties of these NPs will
be discussed and compared to structurally related materials.
The synthesis of the nematogen (L1) and the 1-hexanethiolfunctionalized AuNPs was accomplished following a route described
earlier.33 An exchange reaction introduced binaphthol (S) based
chiral groups (L2) and the nematogen (L1) was attached to
hexylthiol capped AuNPs via thioalkyl chains (see Scheme S1,
ESI†). Following purification by washing with ethanol, AuNPs
coated with both L2 and nematogen L1 were obtained, denoted
as ChirAuLC. Similarly, AuNPs coated with only chiral groups
were prepared as a comparison, termed as ChirAuNP.
As the main host for the subsequent research, the LC
properties of L1 were characterized by OPM and DSC (see Fig. S1,
ESI†) verifying the exclusive nematic behaviour between the melting
point (M.P.) at 47.2 1C and the isotropisation at 63.8 1C. Hence L1
was judged to be an ideal ligand as well as test matrix to measure
the eﬀects of chirality.
The purified NPs were first characterized by (TEM) and
UV-Vis spectroscopy (see Fig. 1 and Fig. S3, S4, ESI†). As no
obvious surface plasmon resonance (SPR) peaks were measured in
the visible, this indicates that these NPs are smaller than 5 nm in
diameter, confirmed too by TEM micrographs in Fig. 1a and b.34
Compared with the AuNPs in Fig. 1a, ChirAuLC1 in Fig. 1b shows
a higher level of organisation on the surface of the TEM grid
(copper). However unambiguous identification of specific superstructures is tenuous, due to the small sizes of the NPs and the
resulting large eﬀects of small variations in the size distribution.
To address this problem, larger NPs were prepared. For AuNP2
and ChirAuLC2 (see Fig. S4c, ESI†), a SPR band is observed with
an absorption maximum (lmax) at lmax = 528 nm, confirming the
size close to 5 nm in diameter, evident too from TEM images
shown in Fig. 1d and e.
Overall the sizes of the two pairs of NPs as obtained from
TEM data AuNP1, ChirAuLC1 and AuNP2, ChirAuLC2 are 1.9,
2.2, and 4.5, 5.1 nm, respectively. The shift to larger sizes in
both pairs of the further functionalized NPs is often observed
and is attributed to the loss of smaller particles in additional
purification steps.35 The purity and functionalization of NPs,
specifically the absence of unreacted ligands was confirmed by
1
H-NMR spectroscopy (see Fig. S7, ESI†). A typical feature is
broadened 1H peaks caused by the reduced mobility of alkyl
chains when attached onto NPs. The lack of distinct high
resolution signals confirms the absence of free ligands.
For the tightly packed ChirAuLC2 (Fig. 1e) NPs on the TEM
grid a distinct ordered organisation (see inset) suggesting selforganisation is detectable. Powder small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) of larger NPs (see Fig. S5 and S6, ESI†) show a columnar
phase with a p2 lattice symmetry for both ChirAuNP2 and
ChirAuLC2. The peak positions of the columnar phase for
ChirAuNP2 with the lattice parameters: a = 7.42 nm, b = 6.30 nm,
g = 77.11 and for ChirAuLC2 of: a = 6.98 nm, b = 5.93 nm, g = 76.91
respectively are given in Tables S2 and S3 (ESI†), respectively. The
reduction in the lattice parameters a and b for ChirAuLC2 compared
to ChiralAuNP2 can be rationalized by the ordering of the aromatic
ligands attached to the NPs in the LC state. The organic corona is
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Fig. 1 TEM pictures of (a) thiol-capped AuNP1, (b) ChirAuLC1, (c) size distribution graph of ChirAuLC1, (d) thiol-capped AuNP2, (e) ChirAuLC2, (f) size
distribution graph of ChirAuLC2. Synchrotron radiation circular dichroism (SRCD) spectra of (g) ChirAuLC1 recorded every 5 1C upon cooling from
100 1C to 30 1C, (h) mixture of 7.0 wt% L2 in L1 upon cooling from 100 1C to 60 1C.

deformed and the anisotropic LC groups orient preferentially
perpendicular to the base of the lattice. In other words, XRD and
TEM results show that the AuNPs self-assemble into ordered
columnar structures. DSC investigations (see Fig. S8, ESI†) show
for ChirAuLC1 a wide and weak transition at 52.7 1C on heating,
typical for such systems and associated with strongly reduced
mobility of the LC groups.26
In OPM investigations, oily streaks appear in ChirAuLC1 (see
Fig. S9, ESI†) at room temperature, reminiscent of a cholesteric
texture of the chiral nematic LC environment. ChirAuLC1
exhibits birefringence after shearing. For ChirAuLC2 only
unspecific birefringence could be observed, attributed to the
high viscosity of the NPs associated with the large gold content
of the system. Based on these results having in view good
miscibility with LC matrices, we focused on smaller nanoparticles for the detailed investigation of chirality. To establish
whether there is a temperature eﬀect, series of CD spectra were
collected and are shown in Fig. 1g. The NPs synthesized with
both chiral and LC groups show negative CD bands. The
spectra of ligands on AuNPs show bands associated with the
transitions of binaphthyl rings, the 1Bb transition at 200 to 250 nm
and the 1Lb transition at 300 to 350 nm. In the CD spectra of
ChirAuLC1, the L2 ligands on AuNPs with (S)-configuration show
intense negative Cotton eﬀects for the 1Lb transition.36 The increase
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of the CD signal intensity at 318 nm with lowering temperature is
clearly evident, indicating the existence of helical twist in the
mesophase of the columnar superstructure. The largest increase
in ellipticity at 318 nm is detectable between 55 1C and 50 1C and
this corresponds to the isotropic-mesophase transition temperature
observed by DSC (see Fig. S8, ESI†). However, as the LC domains are
very small and numerous, the contributions from linear dichroism
and birefringence cancel out. This hypothesis is confirmed by
rotating the sample in an interval of 901 (see in Fig. S10b, ESI†),
only small changes of the CD signal occur at both 225 nm and
318 nm. This result excludes major contributions in the measurements of the possibly dominant eﬀect of linear dichroism (birefringence), hence validating our approach.26 The temperaturedependent intensity of the CD bands in ChirAuLC1 weakens
strongly at the first-order phase transition at 52.7 1C. The negative
CD bands at 225 nm and 318 nm are not observed in solution
(Fig. S11a, ESI†). The CD signals of ChirAuLC1 in dichloromethane are positive, a sign opposite to that in a thin film. The
diﬀerence between solution and thin film measurements and the
temperature dependence of the thin film signals are indicative of
helical twisting in the mesophase of ChirAuLC1. The positive CD
signals of ChirAuLC1 in dichloromethane are at similar wavelengths to the UV-Vis signals of ChirAuLC1 in the same solution
(Fig. S11b, ESI†). SRCD spectra of ChirAuNP1 in thin films
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Fig. 2 Optical polarizing microscopy (OPM) micrographs of mesogen L1 doped with (crossed polarizer) (a) 3.5 wt% ChirAuLC1 (50 mm) at 25 1C,
(b) 6.5 wt% ChirAuLC1 (100 mm) at 25 1C, (c) 3.5 wt% ChirAuNP1 (100 mm) at 25 1C, (d) 6.5 wt% ChirAuNP1 (100 mm) at 25 1C. The induced N* phase
in 5CB in a homeotropic cell (cell gap = 25 mm) doped with (e) 3.0 wt% of ChirAuNP1 (25 mm) at 30 1C, (f) 3.0 wt% of ChirAuLC1 (25 mm) at 30 1C.
Images of Grandjean–Cano wedge cells showing Grandjean steps (lines) of the induced N* phase in mesogen L1 doped with (g) 5.0 wt% free L2 (50 mm)
at 25 1C, (h) 3.5 wt% ChirAuNP1 (50 mm) at 25 1C, (i) 6.5 wt% ChirAuLC1 (50 mm) at 25 1C, (j) Grandjean–Cano wedge cell method to determine the
helical pitch (P) of the N* phase (S = distance between two disclination lines), and the calculation of the helical twisting power HTP (bM, a measure for the
ability of a chiral dopant to twist a nematic LC phase) followed by the helical pitch measurements, where C is the molar concentration of the chiral additive.

(see in Fig. S10a, ESI†) shows weak CD signals unaﬀected by
temperature. To test our hypothesis of helical twisting in the LC
state ChirAuLC1 further a composition consisting of 7.0 wt% L2
in L1 was measured. This showed upon cooling from 80 1C to
60 1C (Fig. 2h), that the characteristic negative CD signals are
located at 240 and 336 nm and the CD intensity is independent
of temperature. We note that the CD intensity of ChirAuLC1
could be linked to the interactions of ligands with the surface of
AuNPs as discussed earlier.27,37 The metal and ligand-to-metal
charge transfer transitions induce the blue shifted CD band at
318 nm for ChirAuLC1 compared to the 335 nm for the mixture
of 7.0 wt% L2 in L1 (Fig. 2g and h). On further cooling,
the mixture of 7.0 wt% L2 in L1 transitioned to the chiral
nematic (N*) phase. The CD intensity (see Fig. S12, ESI†) was
enhanced by almost three orders of magnitude on this transition,
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(see OPM picture in Fig. S2d showing high birefringence, ESI†).
The CD bands in chiral nematics outside the chromophoric
absorption region have been associated with scattering eﬀects.38
The strong CD signal is close to 400 nm at 40 1C and this is of a
similar value as the reflective band related to the pitch p of the
cholesteric helix by the relation, l = np, where n is the average
refractive index of the mesophase.
To investigate ChirAuLC1 in more detail thermo-gravimetric
analysis (TGA) was performed, giving (Fig. S13a, ESI†) the
weight fraction of gold in ChirAuLC1 as 60.6 wt%. Ligand and
mesogen density per Au NP were calculated (see ESI,† part 3)
based on the combination of 1H-NMR analysis (see Fig. S7, ESI†)
and the model developed by Gelbart et al.39 The average
diameter of the gold cores for AuNP1 is 1.9 nm (see Fig. S3,
ESI†). Based on this data we calculated that there are on average
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211 Au atoms per particle, and a total number of 53 ligands per
particle, of which 9 are L2, 22 are 1-hexanethiol groups and 22
are L1 for ChirAuLC1. This is in accord with a ligand density of
up to 6.3 ligands per nm2 on the NP surface.40 A similar
calculation was performed for ChirAuNP1 and there are 28 L2
groups and 25 1-hexanethiol chains per NP. These results allow
us to determine the average number of organic ligands present
in a given NP–LC system. This in turn permits us to measure the
effectiveness of inducing the N* phase by ChirAuNP, ChirAuLC
and free L2 into a nematic matrix. For comparison the doping
effects of L2 in L1 were studied too (see Fig. S2, ESI†). An
obvious chiral nematic phase (N*) is evidenced by bundles of
unique oily streaks with a wide range of L2 mass ratio in L1 up
to 7.0% (wt/wt%).
In Fig. 2a–d, OPM textures of ChirAuNP1 and ChirAuLC1
mixed with L1 between untreated glass slides provide the first
insight in the chiral properties of the NP–LC systems. All NPs
disperse well in the LC host without obvious aggregation or
segregation. For 1.0 wt% of ChirAuLC1 in L1, a Schlieren
texture was observed (see in Fig. S15a, ESI†), attributed to a
helical pitch in length beyond the visible range. When the
concentration of ChirAuLC1 in L1 is increased to 3.5 wt%, a
fingerprint-like texture occurs corresponding to the N* phase
(Fig. 2a). For 6.5 wt% of ChirAuLC1 in L1 (Fig. 2b), the texture
was observed to selectively reflect light indicative of a helical
pitch at the visible light length scales. In Fig. 2c, distinct oily
streaks indicate that the N* phase appeared at concentrations
as low as 3.5 wt% of ChirAuNP1. However, for 6.5 wt% of
ChirAuNP1 in L1 (Fig. 2d), the characteristic cholesteric colour
was absent with the pitch being shorter than visible wavelengths.
Generally, both ChirAuNPs and ChirAuLC can be employed as
chiral dopants or chiral additives to induce the N* phase in achiral
LC hosts.41
Using the Cano wedge cell technique for pitch determination,
where a wedge cell with known angle and uniform disclination
lines is required,41 allowed us to quantify the eﬃciency of chiral
transfer from the NPs to the host L1 (see Fig. 2g–j).42 The helical
pitch values for the N* phase induced by L2, ChirAuNP1 and
ChirAuLC1 depend on their concentration in the LC host. Based
on the OPM observations, shown in Fig. 2a–d and Fig. S2 (ESI),
different mass ratios of chiral dopants (5.0 wt% L2, 3.5 wt%
ChirAuNP1 and 6.5 wt% ChirAuLC1) were chosen to prepare
wedge-cells. The distance between adjacent lines in Fig. 2g–i is
24.1 mm, 37.7 mm and 47.5 mm, respectively. The HTP values of L2,
ChirAuNP1 and ChirAuLC1 were calculated by the classical equation
(P = 2S tan a, where P = pitch, S = distance between two disclination
lines, a = opening angle of the cell). The obtained HTP values (see
Table 1) are 32.1 mm 1 for L2, 3910.0 mm 1 for ChirAuNP1 and
1668.7 mm 1 for ChirAuLC1, respectively. As the calculation of the
HTP is based on molar fractions, significantly larger values are
obtained for both ChirAuNP1 and ChirAuLC1 than for free L2. Here,
we show that a combination of highly chiral ligands together with
suitable LC ligands enhances the macrochirality of comparable
chiral NPs significantly further. The synergistic interaction of chiral
centres with LC groups on NPs exerts a twisted but flexible ligand
shell closely adjusted to molecular parameters of the LC matrix.
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Table 1 Helical twisting power (HTP bM) values (mm 1) of L2, ChirAuLC1
and ChirAuNP1 in host mesogen L1

Type

HTP bM/ HTP bM/L2b/mm
chiral ligand 1
mm 1

DS1a
19.7
1522.1
NP1 (45 DS1)a
L2
32.1
ChirAuLC1 (9 L2) 1668.7
ChirAuNP1 (28 L2) 3910.0

19.7
34.0
32.1
185.4
139.6

1

HTP
bWc/mm
4.9
3.2
50.0
19.5
49.6

1

HTP
bW/L2d/mm

1

4.9
7.8
50.0
320.7
234.2

a

Normalized values are from the ref. 43. b HTP bM/L2/mm 1 chiral
ligand 1 is the normalized HTP value for per chiral group (L2). c HTP
bW/mm 1 is the normalized HTP value for the chiral NPs in host mesogen
L1 based on weight concentration. d HTP bW/L2/mm 1 is the normalized
HTP value for the chiral group (L2) in host mesogen L1 based on weight
concentration. HTP bM is obtained based on molar concentration while
HTP bW is evaluated based on weight concentration.

Such already helically oriented chiral patterns facilitate the
helical distortion through interactions with the surrounding LC
host molecules and maintain the helical twist throughout this
elastic medium over large distances. This enables suitably functionalized NPs to induce the N* phase with high eﬃciency and
this can be viewed rationally as macro-chiral.27 Based on the
experiments the number of L2 on ChirAuNP1 (28 per particle) is
3.1 times higher than that in ChirAuLC1 (9 per particle). In
Table 1, the HTP values of the systems measured here together
with those reported by Hegmann et al.,43 as comparable NPs are
listed. The significant diﬀerence between low molar mass ligands
such as L2 (or DS1 in ref. 43) and chiral ligands attached to NPs is
that for NP systems much higher values for the HTP are reached.
For ChirAuLC1 a value of 1668.7 (bM/mm 1) and for ChirAuNP1 a
value of 3910.0 (bM/mm 1) is obtained; broadly similar to what
was reported by Hegmann et al.43 for diﬀerent ligands. This
increased chirality amplification could be described by the eﬀects
of a distributed chiral surface on the functionalized NPs. This is
the certain case for NPs not functionalized with LC groups. When
the normalized HTP values (bM/L2/mm 1 chiral ligand 1 and
bW/L2/mm 1) were used to measure the helical twisting power of
L2 group attached to the NPs, as in our case, a second eﬀect is
measurable. When compared to free L2, the HTP value of
ChirAuNP1 is amplified by B4.3 times and an even higher
value of B5.8 times for ChirAuLC1 (bHTP bM/L2/mm 1 chiral
ligand 1) is found. When the HTP values were calculated by
weight concentration (bW/L2/mm 1), ChirAuLC1 shows a value of
B6.4 times higher than the HTP of free L2 and that of
ChirAuNP1 is B4.7 times larger than that of L2. Both evaluation methods show that ChirAuLC1 transfers chirality more
eﬀectively than ChirAuNP1 to the host nematogen L1. We
attribute this further amplification to the contributing factor of
the LC groups. The LC groups (L1) on AuNPs enhance their
miscibility in the matrix L1 and this results in the enhanced
chiral signal transfer. The LC groups L1 attached to the NPs are
chirally perturbed by L2 and eﬀectively a synergistic combination
of a distributed surface eﬀect with the domino/sergeant-soldier
eﬀect occurs in the anisotropic matrix.
To test the general applicability of the system the widely
utilized nematic liquid crystal 5CB (see Chart 1), was chosen as
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Table 2 Helical twisting power (HTP bM) values (mm 1) of ChirAuNP1 and
ChirAuLC1 in host mesogen 5CB

Type

HTP bMa/ HTP bM/L2b/mm
chiral ligand 1
mm 1

Published on 17 September 2020. Downloaded by Chadwick and RAL Libraries on 10/8/2020 10:27:56 AM.

ChirAuLC1 (9 L2) 1064.5
ChirAuNP1 (28 L2) 1788.1

118.3
63.6

1

HTP bWc/ HTP bW/L2d/
mm 1
mm 1
4.3
8.1

71.2
38.4

a

HTP bM/mm 1 is the normalized HTP value for the chiral NPs in host
mesogen 5CB. b HTP bM/L2/mm 1 chiral ligand 1 is the normalized HTP
value for per chiral group (L2). c HTP bW/mm 1 is the normalized HTP
value for the chiral NPs in host mesogen 5CB based on weight
concentration. d HTP bW/L2/mm 1 is the normalized HTP value for
chiral groups in host 5CB system based on weight concentration.
HTP bM is obtained based on molar concentration while HTP bW is
evaluated based on weight concentration.

the second test host to validate if the functionalized NPs could
amplify chirality eﬀectively beyond the optimized system L1.44
As shown in Fig. 2e and f, both ChirAuNP1 and ChirAuLC1
induce well-defined fingerprint textures permitting helical pitch
measurements.41 The helical pitch of 5CB doped with 3.0 wt%
ChirAuNP1 and a composition doped with 3.0 wt% ChirAuLC1
was measured as 4.1 mm and 7.7 mm, respectively. The HTP
values of ChirAuNP1 and ChirAuLC1 can thus be calculated to
be 1788.1 mm 1 and 1064.5 mm 1, respectively, using the
methods described above. The HTP values of ChirAuNP1 and
ChirAuLC1 in the host 5CB are lower than that in the mesogen
system L1. Both normalized HTP values (bM/L2/mm 1 chiral
ligand 1 and bW/L2/mm 1) of L2 groups for ChirAuLC1 are
almost 2 times higher than that for ChirAuNP1 (Table 2). We
note that the NPs in 5CB host, especially ChirAuNP1, do not
orient as well as in L1 host, attributed to somewhat higher
tendency of the NPs to segregate. This highlights the importance of
the optimal selection of the NP surface matching the liquid crystal
matrix. We note too that the measured values for ChirAuLC1
reported here are considerably larger (higher by a factor of
B26.5–38.2 depending on the system) than those we reported for
structurally related LC oligomers in the host 5CB where HTP values
of 27.9–40.2 were determined.45 This confirms the synergistic effect
of NPs functionalized with chiral groups and LC ligands for chirality
transfer. This modular approach where chiral groups attached to NP
surfaces transfer chiral organisation to LC ligands bound too to the
NPs enhances the overall chirality transfer to non chiral matrices.
This modified ‘‘sergeant-soldier’’ approach amplifies the macrochirality of the NP surfaces by LC groups interacting with
enhanced efficiency with matrices.
To conclude, we have demonstrated that it is possible to obtain
macro-chiral AuNPs by modifying NPs with both LC groups and
chiral groups. Facilitated by attached LC groups, NPs self-assemble
into columnar arrangements and helical twist superstructures are
formed by these NPs, evidenced by SRCD spectroscopy. When doped
in nematic LC hosts, NPs transfer the chirality into the surrounding
medium with high eﬃciency and show enhanced macro-chiral
properties. Furthermore, the devised NP–LC system serves as a
platform to visualize and measure the chirality transfer of NPs. We
believe this simple and potentially universal design strategy on NPs
provides a new way to fabricate functional materials with potential
applications in metamaterials, catalysts and smart sensors.
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